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ABSfRACT 
In this project procedures were proposed for the 

experimental development and quality control of boxes for distribution 

of fruits, vegetables and fishery products in Thailand and neighboring 

region. The material selected for industrial production of these boxes in 

small scale factories is the rubberwood since it comes from reforested 

sources and has adequate properties. Bamboo \I/as also studied with a 

conclusion that it is necessary its combination with \lther materials. 

Systems for treatmen· of wood and a brief cost analysis are suggested. 

The design of three boxes, in the proposed standard dimensions and 

with capacities of I 00, 50 and 40 litres was developed with prototypes 

tested. The tests were intended also to verify the validity of the 

proposed procedure and to improve it. It is recommended that a 

national or regional technic:il standard be prepared based m the 

proposals, with the involvement of interested parties. It JS 

recommended, in parallel, that field tests be carried out, also with 

participation and motivation of the interested parties. The proposed 

designs should be tested ar.d compared with other alternatives. Bamboo 

baskets reinforced with wood or steel wires still have to be developed 

but a preliminary cost analysis discourage the use of bamboo. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The work covered by this report, performed m 

December 1991/ January 1992, is a continuation of the work started in 

May 1990 by the consultant. This report is a con~inuation of the one 

presented in 5 June 1990, where the objectives of the project are 

defined according to a ·job description·, and where performance 

specifications of boxes for local and regional distribution of fresh fruits, 

vegetables and fishery products were proposed and four prototypes 

were designed. 

This second part of the work involves a discussion of the 

performance specifications proposed, in the light of observations of 

tests performed with the prototypes, an advancement of alternative 

designs and a study of implementation of the project with proposition 

of initiatives. 

The methodology of the work in this second part is based 

in a series of technical meetings with the laboratory team of TPC, the 

gathering of additional information in literature and visits, elaboration 

of new proposals and of conclusions and recommendations. 

The technical meetings had also a complementary purpose 

of exchange of experience between packaging laboratories, on 

performance testing, since the consultar .t brings the experience of the 

Technological Research Institute of S.Paulo, Brazil. 

The work was followed by photographs presented m the 

Annex. 
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II. REVIEW OF FIRST REPORT 

A. Observations on the prototypes 

The observation of the prototypes made according to the 

reccmmentations of the first report and submitted to tests, as well as 

aditional experience of the consultant led to some adjustment in the 

proposed design of boxes. 

The criterium of having a standard thickness and width 

of boards for each model of box, with the idea of introducing 

economies of scale in production and repair, resulted in very heavy <ind 

expensive boxes since the large thickness necessary in the parts which 

receive the nails was extended to all the structure. So the use of the 

"three way corner" also has to be reconsidered. The handling of the 

boxes by a two-wheel cart (Figure I) is very important, requiring the 

design of a raised bottom for the introduction of the fork. 

In relation with the w~dth of boards attention must be 

given to the problem of large variations in the diameter of logs, with 

girths between 70 and 120 cm according to the Forest Industry 

Organization, Technical Division (Mr. Amnuay Kaewsingh). 

Variations in the width of boards of certain parts of the boxes must be 

allowed, with a minimum of 45 mm and providing that the gap 

between boards are kept with a maximum of 20 mm (30 mm in box 

BIOO, since it is destined to voluminous products). A certain amount of 

wane is also acceptable for some parts. 

The dressing of the boards, with p lannin8 the two faces as 

recommended for sanitary reasons, led to boards of IO mm instead of 

15 mm as proposed for box C40, sirace the production of prototypes was 

based in traditional sawmill ~izes. The thickness of IO mm is not 

adequate for the boards to receive nails on the edge, or the nails have 

to be too small. It is recognized, however, that the use of traditional 

sawmill si7..es is convenient to avoid resistance to innovation, making 

easier the introduction of the boxes into practice. The new designs 

should work, then, only with thicknesses of IO and 22 mm, taken from 

undressed boards with the traditional 12 and 25 mm sizes. 
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In relation to the 030 bamboo baskets it was observed 

that the prototypes were made without a ventilated mesh. Since the 

baskets are so shallow ventilation by the top may be sufficient, with 

the advantage of a stronger basket. 

B. Performance testin~ 
Compression 

- General procedure 

The following test loads are recommended 

Box boxes in stack g-oss weight Load 

on truck daN daN 

B 100 3 50 300 

B 50 6 40 600 

c 40 5 30 360 

D 30 5 20 300 

In spite of the capacity of some trucks allowing highet 

stack, reasons of stability of the stack limit the number of super

imposed boxes. A safety factor of 3 was considered. The value of 4 

proposed in the first report for reusable boxes wa~ revised. It was 

realized that the number of trips would not alter substantially the 

resistance of the structure. 

The duration of load of one hour was considered 

excessive since wood has no significant creep deformation at the low 

stresses applied. A duration of 15 minutes was suggested. Eventually IO 

minutes may be used since it is important to reduce time when the 

sample is large. For other materials, however, it is recommended to keep 

the duration of one hour in the case of corrugated board, or to increase 

to 72 hours in the case of plastic boxes, or to reduce to one minute in 

the case of metalic containers. 

- Discussion - This kind of static compr('ssion test. does 

not show eventual problems of instability of the box, specially wooden 

crates, that may be a real problem in the transportation. Lateral 
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oscilations of the truck, accelerations and the inclination of roads may 

impose shear loads in the structure of the box, with racking 

deformations. A new test method is proposed according to Figure 2, 

where the horiwntal force is applied after the compression load. 

- Observed procedure 

A plate was prepared adequately, with a weight of 

290 daN calculated. Since the travelling crane of the laboratory is used, 

making difficult to mark in the floor the position for the center of the 

box, a small hole was drilled in the center of the plate. The coincidence 

with the center of gravity was verified with a lead-line from the center 

of suspension. Through this small hole a vertical pointer, removable, 

can indicate the center of the box. 

Instead of applying the load over a stack of two levels, 

the upper box wa.,; simulated by two boards. It is better, however, to 

keep the procedure formerly proposed. 

A duration of load of 15 minutes was measured, with the 

loads indicated in the tuble on page 5. 

Results. The wooden boxes had no significant 

deformation but the bamboo baskets, arranged according to the figure 

in Anex II, 1.2 of the first report, were not able to withstand the 

290 daN of the plate, collapsing simutaneously with the application of 

the load. 

A dynamometric compression evaluation of the bamboo 

baskets gave the results presented in Figure 3. 

Lifting 

The simulation of handling according to the proposed 

procedure (Annex II, 2 of first report) sl- "wed good performance of all 

the prototypes. 

The handling with a two wheel cart inserted under a 

stack of boxes was simulated during the compression tests with the 

larger prototypes, with the load applied to boards under the compressed 

box. Deformation of the bottom was appreciable hlit there was no 

rupture. 

It 1s important, m the standardized procedure, to 

reproduce this kind of test. 
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Stability 

The evaluation of stability of stacking was carried out as proposed, 

with a wooden base being raised at one extremity by a manual hoist. 

It was verified that the bottom box had to be fixed to the base plate not 

only agair.st sliding but also against turning, specially in the case of 

higher bo:Aes. 

There was no problem of stability in the direction m 

which the upper box is restrained by the protruding edges of bottom 

one. In the other direction it was not possible to reach the proposed 45° 

angle since the stability was only provided by friction. The friction 

coefficient between wood and wood is around 0.8, wit!l a slide angle 

around 40° . So the previous proposal of 45° is reconsidered with a 

recommendation of a maximum angle of 40° between the base plate 

and the horizontal. 

This test is proposed only for the approval of a design but 

not for control of quality in industrial production. 

Puncture 

- General procedure 

The proposed procedure (Annex II, 6 of first Report) was 

followed, with investigative irr.pacts of 5, IO and 15 J. 
·with I 0 J a board damaged by insects was broken and 

sound boards resisted the impact, what show~ a good sensibility of the 

test ~.-ith that intensity. 

The equipment made according to the draft presents some 

problems. The lines of the pendulum are too short. They have to 

receive a large inclination for a certain amount of energy (15 J, for 

instance) resulting in a large hori:zontal force. It is difficult to adjust 

the release position. 

It would be better to fix the pulleys of the pendulum to 

the fixed beam of the travelling crane, for instance. Another advantage 

would be that the pendulum would not use space of the laboratory 

when not in use, if raised to roof level. A magnetic release device 

could be used (Figure 4). 
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- Discussion - The use of this kind of conic point in the 

pendulum, in the laboratory of the consultant, proved to be too severe 

for corrugated board boxes. The pyramidal point of AFNOR gives a less 

severe puncture, more compatible with the reality, but introducing the 

influence of direction of the edges in relation to the flutes o[ 

corrugated board. A spheric point with 50 mm of diameter is a new 

proposal, inspired by the ASTM D 2394. In the Brazilian draft standard 

of boxes for wholesale distribution of fruits and vegetabks this spheric 

impact surface is applied with an energy of 5 J, too low in the opinion 

of the consultant. The conic point of the pendulum is still recommended 

for fiber drums. 

The proposed procedure was followed but with a variation 

rate of 0.5 octave per minute, according to ASTM D 999. The test was 

discontinued since it was observed that no damage at all would occur 

with the weakest of the wooden boxes. This test is actually valid only 

to evaluate damages to the product, not to the package. The resistance 

of boxes to dynamic compression was already verified in the static 

compression test with a safety factor involving the dynamic factor. So, 

it is proposed that this test be disconsidered in the standard procedure, 

being applied only for special studies, like on the fatigue of the bottom 

of boxes with a certain structure (wirebound boxes may present 

problem) for instance. 

The suggestion that bags with sand and sawdust may be 

used as a dummy load in vibration and repetitive shock test must be 

revised. Any leakage of sand may seriously damage the vibration 

equipment. Besides this, the sand with sawdust has low flow, so there 

is little pressure exerted on the walls of the package under test. Bags 

with plastic pellets are now recommended. 
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Repetitive shock 
Was performed only with the weakest of the wooden box 

prototypes (C 40), with a stack of five on the vibration table. The 

proposed procedure was followed. 
This test is more severe than vibration and, if performed, 

it is another reason to disregard the vibration test. It is, nevertheless, 

open to discussion the validity of this test since repetitive shock takes 

place only when the boxes are not adequately lashed to the truck. 

No damage was observed in the tested prototypes. 

It is suggested that this test be maintained in the 

standardized procedure for the approval of new box designs and 

materials, but it is recognized that further research is necessary m 

order to find a correlation between test duration and distance of 

transportation (and number of trips in the case of returnable boxes). 

This test should be disconsidered in the control of quality 

in industrial production of tA.. "";:es with design already approved. 

Drop tests 
The proposed procedure was followed but the drop height 

was calculated from the given formula rounding lo the nearest higher 

multiple of I 0 cm . 

Box 

B 100 

B 50 

c 40 

Gross mass 

50 kg 

40 kg 

30 kg 

h (cm) 

20 

30 

40 

E {JJ 
100 

120 

120 

It was realized that the formula given by the 

Recommendation or. the Standardization of Packaging for the 

International Transport of Fruits and Vegetables, of the Inland 

Transport Committee of the Economic Comhsion for Et•rupe (in Ref. 

01), in which 
h (cm) = 70 - Gross mass (kg}, 

gives very low values of energy of impact for the very heavy boxes 

(60 kg: 60 J, for instance), so it may he considered valid only for boxes 

with gross mass lower than 45 kg ( 110 J). 
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A lower limit is also ~ecessary smce very light hoxrs 

would also have low impact energy. A minimum gross mass of 20 kg 

(JOO J) is a reasonable value for the application of this fornu:la. 

A drop test of empty boxes was introduced, ~ince they 

are returnable. A free fall of I m, with impact in a bcttom corner in a 

vcrtica: diagonal was applied. A C 40 prototype specimen was damaged 

in this test. 

- Criteria for Approval 

Procedures for sampling, inspection and classification of 

defects are necessary. 

Cla~ A (critical) def eels are (e.g.): 

- dimensions out of tolerance; 

- breakage of a critical part in any of the tests; 

Critical parts are those impossible to be ieplaced, like 

parts I, 2 and 5 in the proposed designs of boxes H l 00 and B 50 

(Fingures 5 and 6). 

Class B (major) defects are (e.g.): 

- breakage of parts that can be replaced (sides and 

botto'll boards) if they are not more than one m a box, in any of the 

tests; 

- nails with a protruding point that can hurt persons or 

the produce; 

Class C (minor) defects are (e.g.): 

loosening of nails, in any of the tests. that can be 

rehammered. 
The AQL values may be 2.53 for class A defects, 6.5% 

for class B and 153 for class C (Ref. 02). 

The san:pling for approv;i! of a design may ha\e the 

boxes numbered: 

model 

B 100 

B 50 

c 40 

repetitive shock 

boxes I, 2, 3 in a stack 

boxes I to 6 

boxes I to 5 

* Stability test in only one of the boxes. 

other tests* 

1, 2, 3 

I, 3, 5 

I, 3, 4 
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In this case, only one minor d~f eel is acceptable. in all 

the tests. 

In the case of quality control of a lot it is reasonable to 

work with the special inspection level S 3 of the Militarv Standard. 

using normal simple sampling. 

For a lot size between 1201 and 3200 boxes, for example, 

a sample of 13 boxes in necessary. Repetitive shi:.1~k and stablity tests 

are not performed. Ir. the c!!se of model B 50, for instance, 12 boxes 

would be tested in compression, in pairs of superimposed specimens, 

the 13 boxes in drop test (four drops per box, one drop per empty box), 

lifting (inclusive lifting of stack by cart) and puncture lone impact per 

box, in di ff crent positions). 

In this case only one class A defect 1s acceptable, two 

class B and 5 class C, for the approval of the lot. 

C. New designs 

Wooden boxes 

The new proposed designs of the wooden boxes are 

presented in Figures 5, 6 and 7. 

Bamboo baskets 

The low resistence of the baskets in compression lead to 

two alternatives: the development of a system of physical distribution 

without stacking, or the design of a structure where the bamboo is 

reinforced, eventually with other materials. 

The reinforcement of the already prepar~d prototypes 

with corner uµrights made of 100 x IO mm boards stapled to the open 

mesh structure of bamboo was tested, with negative results. The 

reinforced baskets suffered racking deformation simultaneously to the 

application of the 290 daN plate. This result led to the abandonment of 

this line of design of bamboo baskets and the search for other 

alternatives. 
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Another alternative of bamboo boxes involves the use of a 

bamboo mat bonded with phenolic resin. A design is presented in 

Figure 8. Here the dimensions do not follow de original criteria: the 

best use of bamboo mat in standard 1200 :x 2400 mm size and a 

smaller volume (14 litres, since the structure will be not so strong) are 

the new criteria for this particular tent.alive. The minimum area of mat 

for given volume is obtained with the ratios L = W = 4H. In order to 

have the interlock of empty baskets these ratios were slightly altered. 

Another possibility to be experimented is just the 

reinforcement of the bottom of the large traditional baskets with a 

wooden base that would give higher resistence to friction against the 

soil. This would increase the life of the basket and make easier the 

handling with the two wheel cart. Figure 9 gives an idea of this 

possibility. 

The investigation of properties of bamboo in bent pieces 

or mats, and of technical procedures to bend it with a minimum loss of 

strength, is a proposed re.search. 

The use of steel wires intertwined with the bamboo 

structure is also a possibility to be studied. The combination of tradition 

with new materials, however, more than a technical difficulty, may be 

a cultural problem. Only the experience and demonstration of practical 

results may give rise to new traditions. 
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III. WOOD TREATMENT 

Rubberwood is very susceptible to attacks by fungus and 

insects. Most of the prototypes used for testing and observation were 

infested and damaged by xylophagous insects. 

The problem of treatment with toxic products is the 

compatibility with the use of box for food. Safe products like 

"Copper 8" (copper 8 quinolinolate) are quite expensive and not 

available in Thailand, according to contacts with possible suppliers. 

A light treatment is envisaged at the sawmill with the 

toxic agent diluted in the kerosene used, according to Ref. 03, as a 

lubricant 'Jf the saw against clogging of the teeth by latex. Insecticide 

agents like gamma benzene hexachloride, together with captafol 

fungicide are possible agents to lie studied. After drying, planning and 

cross cutting, the parts of the boxes may receive an anti-fungus 

treatment similar to the used in phytosanitary protection of fruits. 

An experimental study is nevertheless necessary, with the 

participation of other areas of the Thailand Institute of Scientific and 

Technological Research (TISTR), the Forest Industry Organization and 

the Faculty of Forestry. The TISTR has capabilities in biot..!chnology, 

agrotechnology and pharmaceuticals that .-01Jld co-operate in the 

development of safe wood preservation systems for the proposed boxes. 
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IV. cosr ANALYSIS 

The cost of a traditional 100 liters bamboo basket is 

between 50 and 75 Bahl. 
The cost of a wooden box with the new proposed design 

is estimated in the same range. 
This estimate is based in a cost of rubberw<X.'d of 

33 Baht/dm3 
, a cost of labor of 15 Baht/bt.>x and 5 Baht/box of 

investment amortization. 
The cost of 3 Baht/dm3 of wood involves a certain 

treatment, according to Chapter Ill. It is very subject to variations in 

the economies of scale, transportation and systems of production and 

treatment. 
The cost of labor was based m an operation with I 0 

workers with an average daily cost of 300 Bahl each, 

producing 200 boxes/day. 
These estimates, of course, are very dependent also on 

conjunctural or historical conditions, or trends. According to 

Dr. Songkram Thammincha of Kasetsart University, Faculty of Forestry, 

there is no management of the bamboo forests and no reforestation, so 

the availability of bamboo will be soon limited for more expensive 

applications, like in domestic decoration. 
In terms of cost of the package, presently, there will be 

not a s11bstan tial advantage in th:- use of boxes instead of baskets. The 

advantages are in the logistics and in reduction of damage to the 

produce. A better use of the truck and handling facilities are envisaged. 

The total capacity of the truck may be exploited even 

with the baskets if they are placed in removable shelves fixed to a 

structure in the cargo bed, so that no compression load is applied. This 

practice is occasionally observed. The difficulties of handling, however, 

are considerable. 
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The cost of transportation per box is dependent on the 

number of boxe:; a truck can carry per trip and the number of trips in 

a certain period of time. The number of boxes per truck analysed in 

the first report must be reconsidered in function of the new proposed 

stacking heights. The adaptation of trucks to an operation of maximum 

efficiency, specially in the ratio size of the bed/ cargo capacity in 

weigth, given the limitations in stacking height, is something that may 

develop along time. 
The efficiency in the operation of the truck, specially in 

short round trips as between a distribution center and points of sale, is 

dependent on the time necessary for loading/ unloading. 

With bamboo baskets manually handled, stowed in shelves 

in the truck, the movement of 100 kg/minute is estimated, with four 

men. With boxes, using the procedure suggested in Figure I, a flow 

around 300 kg/minute is estimated, with three men and two carts. If 

the truck is operating in a dock of a supermarket, for instance, without 

vertical movement, a flow of 500 kg/minute may be envisaged with 

two persons and two cards. 

It is very difficult to transform these estimates in cost 

estimates, since they are not precise enough. A real times and methods 

survey would be necessary, of experimental shipments. 

In terms of reduction of damage to the produce with the 

boxes replacing the baskets, it is also to difficult to estimate the costs. 

The damage caused by deep baskets is identified as a serious problem 

in the Background Information to this project, as well as in Refs. 04 

and 05. Again, only field tests may show the economic advantages of 

boxes in the protection to fruits and vegetables. 

In the case of boxes for fishery products, being indicated 

in the first report a box size B 50 with a polyethylene liner, tests are 

also necessary, besides the economic study, to verify the technical 

feasibility. It is feared that corrosion of the nails would reduce 

drasticall)' the life of the box. 
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The development of a package or of a packaging and 

distribution system is necessarily an experimental process. This process 

requires laboratory and field tests. Laboratory tests demand good 

technical standards, both for performance testing methods and for 

performance specifications. Field tests also require certain procedures 

and are generally associated with cost analysis, which involves an 

analysis of times and methods and other evaluations of efficiency. 

fo the development of boxes for national and regional 

distribution of fruits, vegetables and fishery products the first thing to 

be prepared is a national (or regional) standard. In this project 

procedures and intensities of tests were discussed and developed. The 

use of th!! proposed performance specifications in the elaboration and 

edition of a Thai Technical Standard for Regional in the area of 

ASEAN) is the first recommendation. In order to have a standard with 

a high degree of respect it is important to have the involvement of 

future users in its preparation. To bring about this involvement a 

Seminar on the subject is recommended with participation of 

governmental authorities related to the social and physical distribution 

of fresh produce and fishery products, as well as representatives of 

producer and distributer organizations, cooperatives and private 

business. Authorities m the area of forest resources and wood 

technology should also be invited. A Seminar like that would create an 

impact and interest in an intensive work on the subject. Besides the 

work of standardization and complementary to it a field test is 

recommended. The field test may be based in the proposed design of 

boxes but other alternatives should be considered for comparison. A 

comparison of results in field and laboratory tests is a good way to 

improve the quality and the reliability of the performance standard. 

The field tests are also psychologically important in the participation 

and motivation of future users of the new packaging system. 
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Some mmor recommendations were discussed in the 

technical meetings, related for instance to the puncture test, the dummy 

load of packages in drop test, vibration and repetitive shock, the 

importance of a programable horizontal shock tester and other aspects 

not necessarily related to this project. Some suggestions of research 

were given, even in terms of co-operation with the laboratory of the 

consultant, in the Technological Research Institute of S.Paulo State, 

Brazil. A technical visit of three or four weeks to this Packaging 

Laboratory and associated material technologie..; laboratories (wood, for 

instance, in relation to this project) is suggested and offered by the 

consultant for one or two researchers of TPC. 
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Boxes of rubber wood presently used 
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Bamboo mat is very easy to staple on 
board. 
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Malavsian Timbers - Rubberwood 
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MALAYSIAN TIMBERS- RUHBERWOOD 

by 

Rubberwood RnHrch and Utilization Committee• 

INTRODUCTION 

~ NT 
GA __ 

RUBBERWOOD is the Standard Malaysian Name for the timber of Ht!llea 
brasiliensis. This species has been planted in Peninsular Malaysia for the past hundred 
years mainly for its latex. Thwgh there is only one species of rubber trees planted in 
Malaysia, there are numerous dones that have been developed through the years. 
However. these dooes are developed to adlieve a higher yield of latex. and linle has 
been done to improve the tree form or volumetric yield of wood from these trees. 

Rubberwood trees are nonnally replanted aft.er attaining the age of 25 - 30 years. 
when tapping for latex is no longer economical. At 25 yea~. rubber trees generally attain 
a dear bole of more than 10 metres tall (Westgarth & Buttery. 1965). Diameter of these 
rubber trees could easily reach 500 mm at breast heighL However. trees of the newer 
dones 11re usually shorter and smaller. 9oles of the seedling trees are usually strongly 
tapered. 

DEFECTS 
The logs are generally free from defects. 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Rubberwood is a light timber with air~ry density averaging 640 kg./m1 (40 lb/a.i. ft.). 

The sapwood is generally not distinguishable from the heartwood. The wood is whitish 
yellow when freshly cut, and seasons to light straw or light brown with slight pink tinge. 

The wood texture is even and fairly fine, with moderately straight and slightly inter· 
locking grains. Latex can often be seen on the end surfaces, and the smell cf latex is 
very distinct when the logs are being sawn. 

WOOD ANATOMY 
Growth rings are absent, although vague concentric markings can be observed on the 

cross section and these may simulate growth rings. These markings result in attractive 
g~owth-ring figures on the longitudinal surfaces. The vessels are big. moderately sparse. 
solitary and in radial groups of two to four. Tyloses can be found ooeasionally in these 
vessels. Wood parenchyma are abundant and visible to th~ nalced eye and appearing as 
narrow and closely spaced bands, forming a net-hke pattern with the rays. 

Ripple marks are abser.L 

• Forni Research ln11i1ut1r. Forenry Oep.1rtmrn1. Peninsul•r Mal•vsi•. 
The Malaysi•n Timber lndunry Ba.rd. 
Rubber Research lnui1u1e of Malaysia. 
Srandards •nd lnduuroal Research lnmlule of Malays••. 
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SAWING AND WOODWORKING 

Rub~rwood has be~n reported as easy to saw and machine !Lee & Lopez, 1980). A 
~u,.,.,mary of these woodworking properties i1 91ven in Table 1. Sawing caus~~ no sionlfi· 
cant blunting of the saw teeth, However, clogging of the saw teeth by latex is likely to 
o:cur during sawing. This clogging effect can be reduced by dabbing the saw blade with 
diesel fuel or kerosene during sawing. 

Sawn boards warp easily due mainly to the presence or internal growth stresses and 
!he juvenile natu•e of the material. Machined, eilher planed or turned, Rubberwood 
surfaces are smooth. Generally, the surface properties of air·dried boards improve with 
h•gher feeding sped. whereas for kiln.dried boards, a lower feeding speed 11 pcrferred 
(Sim & Mohd. Ar~ha:J Saru. 19301. 

Loeoez (197CI ha\ r~poned that the resistance of Rubber.vood to splitting when nailed 
is r3ted as good. lu resistance matches that of Sei:>etir (Sindora spp,), Mersawa 
(Anisooter1 SPP.l and Dark Red ~'erant1 (Shorea spp.) and is better than Light Red 
Meranti (Shore-a sr:>o.) and Ramin (Gonysrylus spp,). 

T<ible 1: Woodworking Properties of Rubberwood 

Sawing Planing Boring Turning 

Cron· Eau Quality Eue Quality Eue Quality 
Cond:1lon Resawing cutting of of of of of of 

planing finish boring finish turning finish 

I G~ern slightly 
easy easy smooth easy rough 

i - -I J·fkult . 
I 
! mot~cra· 

i Air·dry 
j telv ~a1v easy easy smooth easy rough '!asy rough 

I 

SEASONING 
The timber genc1ally dries slowly with rather severe seasoning defects. Although 

s'>ri:"lkage is comparatively smaller than most Malaysian timbers, other dimensional 
movtments such as bowing and twisting are more serious !Grewal, 1979a; Choo & 
Grewll, 1981). Choo & Grewal (1981) reported that with the stack weighted and a closer 
wcker spacing of 45 cm, bowing and twiuing could be significantly reduced. A sum· 
mary of the air·dry1ng properties of Rubberwood is presented in Table 2 

Table 2: Air Seasoning Characteristics of Rubberwood 

Air.<Jrv Shrinkaoo (~) Timo to air<lry 
Moisture Green to air<lry (days) 

Remarks Content 
l'Y.) Radial Tangential 25 mm 40 mm 

17.0 0.8 1.2 55·60 65·85 Timber dries 
w+th severe 
bow1n9 and 

lw11ting. 
Boards vo+o 
or pith art 
usually free 

of end 
checking and 

1pli1t1ng 

Shrinkage and drying rates of Rubberwood are found to be better than those of 
Ramin (Gonystylu1 spp,), Sepetir (Sindor1 spp.) and most of the Me11n1is fShClf'f!ll SPP.I. 

Movement studies of Rubberwood show that it moves relatively little IS compared to 
other timbers such u Light Red Meranti (Shor11 spp,), R1min (Gcmystylu1 spp,) end 
Sepetir (Sindor1 spp,) (Choo & Grewal, 1981), 

Employing Kiln Schedule E, 25 mm thick Aubberwood boerds take about 6 days 
to kiln dry from 1 moisture content of 5v% down to 10%. Degrade noted during kiln 
drying were similar to those which occured during air·drying (Grewal, 1979b). The 
boards are generally very prone to warping. ThoH containing pith split badly even he fore 
drying has started. Weighting down the stack and using closer sticker spacing, similer to 
that !or air.drying, is recommended to reduce warping. Long period of pre·lleaming and 
equalization treatment are also recommended !or be11er kiln·drying recovery (Choo, 
1981). Another important point 1s that during kiln drying, the wood produces some 
acidic vapour which is corrosive to 1~~ iron components in the kiln. Several charqes 1n 
a row may cause e~ten11ve damage 10 the kiln. Kilns with aluminium parts have bi·en 
successfully used to dry Rubberwood. 

V1 



Table 4: Basic and Grade Stresses of Rubberwood 

Bending M>d Tension Compreuion Parallel Comprenion Perpendiatlu Shear Parallel 
Parallel to Grain to Grain to Grain toGr~n 

'.' ' - .. 
(Me91pascal-) (Me~;) (Mtgapasals) (Megapascals) 

Concition• Stand- Com- Stan- Com-

lbsic I Select 
Stan- Com- Stan-

- Green 

Ory 

B;;isic Select d.mf mon ~l;J.•ic Select dard mon d.?rd mon &sic Select 
Grade Grade Grade Grade Grilde Grade Grade Grade l)rade Grade 

16.0 13.0 10.0 8.0 11-0 9.0 7.0 5.5 1-37 1.10 1.00 0.95 3.00 2.16 

18.0 14.0 11.0 9.0 13.0 10.0 8.0 6.5 1-50 1.30 1.23 1.16 3.JO 2.50 

• 1 Green stresses are appli<:able to timbers having a moisture content exceeding • ~ percent. 
2 Ory stresses are applicable to tim~r having a moisture content not e.-reeding 19 percent_ 

Note: Ttie above table is derived from the data as reeord-:d by Lee. et al ( 19791. usill!; formulae as in 
Engku (t980al. 
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PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT 

Rubberwood is very amenable 10 preservatives. Nornial 1rea1me:"lt f0r boards 
involves mere dioning in!o 1ank.s containing a prr.-servat1ve solu1ion. Common preservative 
chemi:als used <ire rnd1urn pentachlorophenate (fungicide), gamma benzene hexachloride 
and bora>< (both inse:ticidcsl. Other chemicals are also used such as captafol which can 
rt-pl are the more to>< ic sodium pentJchlorophenate. This treatment, however, must be 
carried out almost 1r'1mcd1ate!y after the boards emerge from the saw. The resistance 
a~ainst b1odeter1orJt1on could be enhanced by subsequent ki/n·drying of the boards. 
Pressure impregna!1on with coppe:-chrome·arsenic compounds is seldom used to treat 
Rubber.vood becau;e of the undesirable greenish yellow colour produced by these 

P'eservatives. -.~,,. ~ Q_,;.,-1:.-i ,. _ _. .it .,. ,. ··: ( <orrc· .f) 

POTENTrAL USES 

The traditional belief that Rubbenvood is weak and deteriorates too easily hinders 
wider applications. Hence. for decades, the only use of Rubbenvood remains as a 
source of thermal energy; r.1ttier in the form ot domestic firewood, as fuel for drying kilns 
in the rubbe~. tobacco and brick manufacturing industries or converted into charcoal for 
the steel industry, Rubbenvood has also been chipped for the pulp and paper industry, 

However, from the strength point of view, Rubbenvood satisfies the requirements for 
most applications except for construction. Its durability could also be improved by 
pres~rvative treatments. 

Though Rubl'envood is not recommended for structural application due to limitation 
such as strength and ;ivailable size·:. Rubberwood will be a good supplement to other 
fields of u!ilization. Rubberwood is utilized for furniture making, blockboard cores and 
parquet. It is also a Potential raw material for the man,.facture of chipboard, fibreboard, 
cement board and other small utility articles. 

5 
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Packaqi.."¥J is an interface between the product an:i its distri.b.Jtion 

environnent, with :funct.i.oos of cxntainnent, protectim an:i CXJm1micatim 

Wi.ch lllJSt be fulfiled at a minilll.n total CXJSt. 

We have to analyse the terms of this definitim. 

'lhe distr.i.b.Itim envi.ra'IDent my be divided in two fields: piysical 

distri.b.Jtim am scx::ial d.ist:rihitim. 'lhe piysical distri.b.Jtiai 

envi.ra'IDent has aspects of handliDJ, wa.rehaL«>in} an:i transpartatim. '1he 

scx::ial distri.b.Jticn envinnnent has ecx:n:mi.cal, cultural an:i political 

aspects determinin:.J legislation an:i marketi.rg. 

'1he fuoction of containnent may be divided in a direct containnent by the 

prinary package, in contact with the product, an:i by secaidary an:i 

terti.acy contai.rmert:s constituted by the transport package an:i the cargo 

unit. '1he cargo unit is rot exactly a package si.rx::e it is rot an 

interface with the distri.b.Jtion enviroranent bJt only with part of the 

piysical distri.b.Jtion, where pallets and cargo containers, for instance, 

are :iJtp>rtant. 
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'!be function of protectiat usually means the prot.ection of the prcxluct. 

against the envirorment. In the case of dan}eroos products, it has also 

the meaninJ of protection of the envi.I:am:::nt against the prcxiuct. 

'!be function of a:mmmi.catial also has a dooble signification: that of 

obje::tive a:mmmi.cation t:hnlljl the information printe:i on the package, 

ard that of subjective cxmD1micatioo, that makes the package 100re or less 

attractive, used in praootioo of sales an:l i.r! the aesthetic quality of 

the all.tural. enviranent. 

PackaginJ has also relations with other environments, besides the 

dist::rih.rt:.ioo: the iniustrial prcxh:tioo envircrment, where it is born; 

the enviranent of use of the pnxb::t, lldric:h sanetimes gives other 

functioos to the package, an:l the final destinatioo, after use. 

'!be functions det.ermine specifications. 

~ity is the ronfonni.ty to functiaial specificatioos. 

'Jhe design of pac:kagin:J is a seardl for CXX\fonni.ty to f\mct.ional 

specifications, a search for quality at a min.im.Jm cost. 

1he design has three aspects: the CXXlCE!ptual, the dimensional and that of 

presentation. 
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1he cxxceptual design defines the type, form, <XllSt.ruct.ive details an:i 

materials of the package. It is the architecture of packagin:J. 

1he dimensicnal design is the determination of dimensions of gecmetry, of 

stnr:ture ard of protections. It is the packaginj eRJineerin:J, based in 

furrti.cnal specifications of performarO?. Pert~ specifications 

involve the gecmetry of the package, usually lcdti.rg for the bet.ter 

use of space, ard in a m:>re usual meanin1, the specificatialS of 

performance of structm"e ard of protection systens. 

'Ihe presentation design is related to the cxmm.mi.cation furd:.i.on in the 

levels of infannation, ~etics am attracti.al. 

'Ihe quality of a product is inportant to the final axisumer or pm::haser 

of this product. 1he quality of packagin], of the cargo unit an:i of the 

distr.ib.ltion system of that product are inportant to the responsible for 

the distr.ib.ltion. He has to assure that the product reaches the cunsumer 

keepin] its quality, with mini.num losses am damages to the prcxiuct ard 

to the environment, with maxinum ecooanic efficierx::y. 

'lhe quality of a package is inportant to the con.sumer of the prcxiuct not 

only_ in regard to its furctions in distrib.Jtion rut also for eventual 

f\m:.tions in the con&mption enviroment: easiness to qlell, to reJIOVe the 

product am to close, keepin:J the rernainin} pa.rt of the product in good 

cxnlition; adequate use of space in shelves, in refrigerators. Aesthetic 
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qualities are inportant for the packagi.rq of certain CXJnSlD'Oer gocxis sudl 

as fraqrano:s, an:i may not be so mean:inqful for irrlustrial packages. 

Quality is adrieved at a certain cast. '!here is no reason in havirg a 

product, or its package, of excellent quality if this is achieved at a 

oast that makes the sale diffiatlt or illpossible. '!hen packagi.n;J nust 

have a minim.ma cast cx:mpa.tible with its quality or furrt.ional 

specifications. 'Jhese specifications dcperrl on the foreseeable contitions 

of social an:i piysica.1 distrihltioo erwiralment, an:i in sane cases, cf 

cxngmptioo enviranent. 

In a refrigerated distr:ib.rt:i.on, for instarll!, milk may be packaged in 

plastic poucbes. If the envircnnent is rot :refrigerated an:i the p.irchase 

power of rustaners is high, aluminium laminated cartons may be used, with 

good shelf life. c:Dlsiderin} low i.rmDe rqallations even the product has 

to chan;Je: powder milk in plastic bags has the lowest oast of packagi.n;J 

an:i distrihltion. 

'!he minimization of total cost is a process of cxr.parison of alternatives 

with certain functional specifications. In a general case, it involves 

alternatives of design of the product itself, of its package an:i 

distri.b..Ition system. Sanetimes small ~es in the product lead to 

considerable savi.n;Js in packagirg an:i distri.b..Ition. In the nost frequent 

cases, however, we can consider the product an:i the distrih.ttion 

environment as invariants in relation to different alternatives of 

pac:kagirg. 'lhese alternatives, then, are subject to the same series of 
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tests related to perfornanoe specificaticns, and the ai:proved package 

with the la..oest oost is selected. 

'!he minlltti.zation of eo::>nan.i.c costs deperrl also on a prcx::ess of 

restriction of alternatives thrclu]h the ratialal.ization of patterns, 

generatirg e:::aroni.es of scale in production an:l distr:ihrt:.i.on. stamard 

pallet sizes, for i.nstarre, or standard bottles. 

'!he minimization of costs depends, then, en technical staroards b:Jth to 

cxmpare alternatives by testin:J and to restrict alternatives by the 

ratialal.ization of patterns. 

'Die sta."'rlardization of tests, besides this ecooani.c function, has also 

the furrtir.n of certification of a:nformity to specifications, without 

arrt carparison pnpose. A certification of quality is a certification of 

conformity to furrtional specifications. '!his certification has different 

levels of reliability, bein;J based in the test of a small sanple or in a 

catprehensive quality assurance syst.em. 

Tests are rot l'lE!aSSMily st:arxlardized. Field tests are usual arrl 

sanet:in:?S the only possibility. 'Ibey loose, hol.rlever, the repeatability 

nea?SSary for ccmparison of alternatives and certification. '!hey may 

be more realistic bJt. this is rneaninJless if the ?'lysical corrlitions of the 

real enviranent is always c:harqing', like in tran..c:x>rtation, for instance. 
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Monitored field tests are secorrl best to standardized tests. 

Aa::elerations in a tnlck, htunidi ty in a warehouse, may be recorded an:i 

analysed in face of resJ.l.ts observed in the tested packages. 

Monitorized tests are a very inportant source of data for starrlard.ization. 

Field tests may a:mbine observations both in the piysical an:i social 

distrib.Iti.oo of pilot lots of a c:e::tai.n product. Marketin:J trials are 

used to test the reactioo of ~ to a specific prcxiuct an:l its 

package. Of mn:se a set of rules is necessary for these tests ard they 

may be CXll1Sidered tec:hni.cal stardards, in broad sense. Technical 

stan:iards are necessary for the calihratkn of natl.tor instruments, like 

acn?leraneters, for instance. 

Besides the awlication in packagin;J, both in field an:l in starrla.rdized 

tests, both in develqment an:l in certification of quality, 

starmnti.zation of tests is inportant in the quality ex>ntrol of materials 

as lil.'ell. 

What is irore iilportant in quality cx:ub:ol of materials is the mrrelation 

of the prq>erty u00er rontrol an:l a significant fuoctional quality of the 

package. '!his is quite obvious tut, in practice, tests with very little 

significance (even meanin:Jless) are used, like basis weight an::i bJrst of 

paper am corrugated Coard. 

staroardization, specially of tests, shoold be based in research. An 

invertigation of typical ronditions of reality an:l of procedures: to 
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reproduce these cx:nii.tialS is the basis for performance tests stan:iards. 

'lhe correlation between performan:ie of packages ard prq:>ert.ies of their 

materials is the next thirq to be stu:tied. 

Natiooal staroanls shool.d also be based in research. Even if an 

international stamard or a foreign cne is adqJted, besides the problem 

of translation ard terminology, the technical validity of this standard, 

specially in particular oonditions in the cnmtry, DJJSt be stu:.tied. 

Intematiooal starrlards are rot always CXll'.l'.ect. But, together with 

the staroanls of the nore develc.ped camtries, they are a very useful 

refereooe in the creation of natiooal st.an::lards. 

'llle reality of the physical distrib.Iti.on environment is basically 

universal, with sane differerx:::es in climatic conditions arrl availability 

of mechanical han::ll~ equipnent. so, sharirq of experierx::es between 

packagin]' lalx>ratories of different cnmtries is of real value. 
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'!he 'I'echr¥>lo;Jic.a.l Research Institute of S.Paulo state (IPI') 

is in the canplS of S.Paulo University, beinJ ooth urrler the 

Secretary of science, Technology am Iniustrial Developrent • It has 9 

di visions, inclu:i:il'l1 the Di vision of Transportation 'I'echnllogy. '!his 

division has a Department of l.J:Jgistics am Packagi.n;J, with a 

I.alxlratory of Packagin:J ard cargo Units (IFA-I.ab:>rat..6rio de enbalagem 

e Acxn:iicianamento) 

'!he LFA \o'Orks, sinoe 1973, in the develqment, application 

arxl diffusiat of technology of packaqi.rg arxl cargo units. It has a 

close c:::o-q>eratian with other division.s of IP1' dealir13' with 

tedmology of materials am intensive relations with external 

organizations, like the Brazilian Technical st.an:3ards Association 

(AIM') , the Society of PackagirJ3' Professionals (EMBAIA) am the Fcx:xi 

PackagirJ3' centre of the Fcx:xi Technology Institute (CEI'FA-ITAL). 

In the area of R&D, LEA is ~ged in the inprovement of 

techniques of design am quality control of packagi.n:J am cargo units. 

'!his leads to works in software am in starrlardization, specially of 

test methods and spe.cif ications. 

More than 60 IPl' LFA staniards were develq>ed, based in 

experimental research, besides theoretical and bibliographic studies. 
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sane are now recognized as Brazilian Staniards (NBR) • 'Ibey are listed 

in ~-

Inportant to disalSS here are the criteria followed to 

reach the prqxlSed staniards. We have different Jci.ros of stan:iards: 

packagin.J performance specifications, perfarJJ"-, ice tests arrl 

evaluations<1>, tests arrl evaluations of material prq>ert.ies, 

staniards related to pallets, cargo cx>ntainers, nethods of 

calibration of instruments, etc. 

rur attention will be focused here in the perfonnance 

specification arrl testin:J of padcagin.J. 

stan:lantized tests mJSt be 

- repeatable 

- sensitive 

- representative 

- siJtple to perform 

(1) We have two different words in port:uguese to disti.n:]lrish 

experiments with qualitative or quantitative results ( "teste" arrl 

"ensaio", resi::.eet;ively), which control attril:utes or variables. For 

this reason we discriminate here "test" ard "evaluation" 
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Repeatability is inportant for <Xllparison of alteJ:.'la::.ives. 

The vibration of a truck, for instance. does not deperrl on the 

partiatlar design of different alternatives of packages beinJ carried 

{considerirq srrall variations in -weight). The test con::litions then 

JIUSt be the same, with the sane vibration of all alternatives in 

cxnprrisan. '1his is obviais, bJt. it is not the ASIM approadl, for 

instance. 

Certification also, requires a repeatability of tests, even 

in different laboratories, different irrlust:ries ard countries. 

Sensitivity of a test iooans that it ncst not give always the 

same result for any package of a series of alternatives. 

'Ihe representativeness of a test means that it gives to a 

package oorrlitions very similar to certain critical a:>nlitions it 

would meet in its relation with t.he environment ard with the product. 

'!his is the JIDSt diffiatlt point in staOOardization of tests. '!he 

definition of critical con::titions of the distri.l::ution environment is 

always subjoct to disaISSion. First because the reality is not a 

constant am sea:>rrl because it has a statistical aspect, diffiatlt to 

evaluate. 

Take the case of drop test for instance. If we plot the 

drop height as a function of weight of the package acx:ordirq to 
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I5CrBS, ASIM (two), AFNOR, JIS, &JTh, NSTA, U.S. Fed.Spec., l.JN[X;, ~ 

corporate st.arrlards, etc., we will have a cla..rl of points CX>verinJ a 

large field. sane starrlards are even flexible - an1. th.is is very 

reasonable - defini.rq two or three drq> heights acc:ord.in:J to severity 

or assurance levels, generally related with the cost of the product 

or of the risk. Besides that, the function may not exist, an:i the 

same package may have different cxn::titian.s of care. 

'1he real.:.ty is also \lllforeseeable in the a<Deleratians of a 

truck. Eadl truck, with a certain load, has predaninant frequencies 

of vil:ration. Statistical analysis of a pcp.1l.ation of true.ks lead to 

CX11Sider an envelq>e of all possible vibrations ac; a ran:lan:ic 

distr.i.bition of intensities, with equal power density alORJ the 

frequency range, so called ''white noise". But a real truck, with real 

packages, is far fran rardanic vibration. So the present 'tr'P.n:i to use 

ran:ianic vibration test, started with the arnerican military stardards, 

is wron:J. 

Sin::e reality has this unfm aseeahle character the usual 

practice in en:,;Jineering is the safety factor, whidl involves a 

certain ignorance factor. 'Ihe evaluation of safety factors is always 

subject of diSOJSSion Wt some points are generally agreed upon. 

Values are integers, so a minina.un value is 2 • A maxi.mum may be 4 . In 

sane cases the £afety factor involves a dynamic factor due to 

accelerdtions in transportation, re.achin:J then twice as much: 8. 
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It is interestirYJ t..D analyse tie caipression test. Stu:iies 

with cornqated lxlard boxes are relatively precise in tie 

detennination of OJefficients for tie influern:! of hllnidity, duration 

of stack, misal igments, accelerations, in tie carpression resist.anJe. 

fut sirr.e tiese a:n:iitions are so difficult to forecast a safety 

factor is gererally u :ed. It slnlld deperrl, b::Mever, on hail llJJCh. tie 

reality is reprodoc.ed in tie test. A static ~ression test with 

lorg duration, in controled high hllnidity - or high t.errperature in 

tie case of plastics - is na.r.h nore similar to tie reality than a 

dynanaletric caipression test that takes few mirutes in a press with 

paralel plates. ~ safety factors may be 2 or 4 in each case. It is 

in:redible that no safety factor at all is considered by a very 

iqx>rtant rea:mrerxiation su:h as that of packagi(YJ for dafYJeraJS 

products of UN/ICAO/IKJ. 

~ otier p::>int is tie t.esti~ faci 1 ity. Ieveloped 

cnmtries, that usually detennire starrlards, don't pay nu::h of 

attention to the cost of testiIYJ equiixnent ard installations. 

Un::lerdevelopirYJ c.JUntries have to pay. 

Sare equipment, 1 ike climatic chambers ard vibration tables 

are irevitably expensive but ~ W)U}d be nuch nnre if with strirYJS 

att.acled to nia7-to-have crnµ.iters ard printers. 

It is oot only ~ cost of inve::;tnent (saretirre:: tiey are 
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donatiais) rut the cost - or even the inpossibility - of maintenarre, 

to he CXlllS i dered. 

It is JX)SSible, anyway, 800 this is a problem for the 

packaging researclers of urxlerdeveloping camt.ries, to design test 

stan:iards which require relatively ICM cost ard reliable equipient. 

If this is true for package perfonnan:e testiOJ it is even more val id 

for quality control of materials. 

A central laboratory, where packagirg is developed in the 

l:lerefit of the camtry or of a series of organizations, where 

research is ccn:hx:ted 800 staOOards settled, may have ~ive 800 

scpiisticated equipient to a certain extent. Starrlards, on the other 

bani, have to he used bye lerge rutber of irrlustries, sooe small 

ones, mainly for the quality control of materials. ~ l<M cost of 

equiptent, tlel, is important in starxiardization. 

Serre test starrlards actually in use sti 11 require advan::e 

in research in relation to proredures arv:J/ or to tl.e intensities of 

con:iitions. It is again recessary to stress the iflllOM:.aooe of 

exdl8fWJe of experierx:e, or even cooperation in research, bebEen the 

packaging laboratories of different ca.intries. 

In perfornian:e testirg attention sl"nlld be corx:entrated in 

few points: drop test, cxxnpression, vibration e.rrl repetitive shock. 
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Drop test. The pr<Xledures are sinple arrl ~rally 

aa:epted but the drop h:!ight is sti 11 a point of controversy. Even 

stirrin,J up the discussion it is suggested that, besides the three 

levels of severity, a distioction be made between operational arx1 

accidental drops. The drop of enpty returnable boxes is also a rew 

point to mnsider. IPr develop=d a proposal of st.arrlard, presently 

urrler mnsideration of a special a::mnitee of the national 

st.arrlardization organization, for perfonnan:e specification of boxes 

for wholesale dist.rirution of fruits arrl vegetables, where 

suggestions are made of operational arrl accidental drops, of 

returnable arx1 rx:>nreturnable boxes. A st.arrlard for flexible 

intenrediate bulk contairers also was defined, recognized as NBR, 

where this corrept of operational arrl accidental drops is used. 

O:xnpression test. A distioction first is made beb.een 

static canpression test arrl dynanaretric canpression resist.arc! 

evaluation. In both cases research is recessary on the safety factors, 

already disoissed. In the latter a problem of procedure is sti 11 

peo:iin,J. The canpression between tI«> parallel guided plates is 

canpletely far fran the reality. An equipient like that of MIS, 

besides bein,J nore sinple, allais the rotation arrl side shift of the 

upper plate in relation to the other, with nu:::h bette• sinulation of 

a rea 1 stack. A revision of p.reJent staOOa.rdr. is ~ary in spite 

of the fact that expensive equiprent ( 1 ike that of IPr) w:::iuld have to 

be tran.";fonrcd. 
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In relation to static cntpression a variable to be 

det.ennin:d is the dw-ation of load. II a safety factor is used which 

involves the dynamic factor, resultiOJ tiel a very large value of 

load, a stx>rt duration of test is ~le: 5 or 10 mirutes. If the 

test has to verify the influero! of hunidity or ~rature (creep in 

plastics, particularly), l~ durations are necessary: 24 or 240 

ln.Jrs. This test slv.Ild be made in a climatic chcmtier or oven (fi<JC). 

An::>ther variable urrler stu::ly is the static cmpression test 

<Xllbirm with stem- load, si111JlatiOJ the racking of a stack in a 

tndc with mrizontal aco::leraticns. Wooden crates are very sensitive 

to this kirrl of load. 

Vibration test. A stuiy was made at IPf !.n the early 80's, 

with the purpose of c:xrtpa.rison of alternatives of .bo><es for t.anato, 

the traditional ll«XXlen box am a rew corrugated boa.rd box, with 

vibration in lalx>ratory parallel to field tests, with trucks 

travelling dist.an:es of 100, 400, 1000 arrl 4000 km. This st.ooy was 

used also to cx:opare different test starrlards. ASIM gave the best 

correlation bet.N:!en lalx>ratory am field tests. An aco::leration 

of 0.3 G was considered ideal am a certain correlation w-as fami 

bebeen distarce of transportation arrl tine in the vibration table: 

ore ~p for each 100 lan. A continuation of this sb..rly was made by 

E. Ardito of ITAL at Michigan State University arrl IPL F~r 

research is ~~less necessary, also regarding the validity of 

5\1.eeµ; with fixed amp 1 i tude of acce 1 era ti on. A tn..Jck a 1 way::; has roc>re 

intensive vibration:; between 3 arrl 10 Hz, dt.e to ti)3 su.spemion. 
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Jepeti ti~ sh::ick. It is m:::>re c::rnp lex to s inul ate than 

vibration, sirx:le it is furction mt only of the tnd< arrl road 

cx:n:iitions but also of the position an:i lashirg of the packages on 

the t.ndc. ASIM an:i tETA, for inst.arr.e, are a.it of reality in this 

case siroe they do mt sinulate the stack cx:n:lition. Dynamic 

c::rnpression an::i sOOck between packages are f~tal !ere. A sb..rly 

slx:luld be made of the correlation between test duration an::i distan:)e 

of transportation. Tests with large J:nne awl i~ (s~. 

dishwashers, refrigerators) with 4 secorrls for each 100 km gave good 

results in c:aiparison with danages obsen.ei in real transportation, 

but this was mt a systematic experiment. Che of the main 

difficulties is to distinJUish the danage in transportation caused by 

repetitive sOOck of tlrat C8U3ed by vibration. Inst.n.rlentation of the 

t.ndc an::i dynmiic analysis of registered accelerations are reoessary 

in this study. 

Coocl us ions 

Sin:e cost an:i quality deperx1 on starrlards the quality of 

the staniards themselves is of funianental importarx:e. A program of 

research is reoessary for stan:iardization, involvirg packagirg 

laboratories of different countries, even for the settlement of tenns 

of crnpetition in a fair trade, with better control of quality arrl 

safety. 
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ANNEX A - IPI Sf}.NDARIE 00 PNXAGIN::i AND PACXAGIN::i HATI.RIAL5 

No. 

IPTI.F.A 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

00 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 

12 

13 

• S - Specification 

T - Test 

E - Eva1uation 

Title 

PackagiDJ - Perfonnarne s 

PackagiDJ - Drop T 

PackagiDJ - Nonnal static T 

caipress ion 

PackagiDJ - Static carpression T 

with shear 

PackagiDJ - HarrlliDJ T 

PackagiDJ - Vertical Vibration T 

PackagiDJ - lbrizontal shock T 

PackagiDJ - lbrizontal T 

osci lation 

PackagiDJ - Purci:ure T 

PackagiDJ - Corcentrated T 

canpression 

PackagiDJ - Repetitive shock T 

PackagiDJ - Low pressure T 

Packagi~ - lntemfll pressure T 

NBR 

9457 

9474 IPI/Is:> 

9475 IPI/Is:> 

IPI 

9475 IPI 

9477 ASIM/IPI 

9452 Is:> 

9453 IPI 

9454 UNIX3/IPI 

9455 AFlm 

ASIM/IPI 

9455 Is:> 

9471 TJNIXi 

• 
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No. Title Type• NBR 

IPII.F.A 

• 
14 Packagirg - Rain T 9467 IPI 

15 Packagirg - Hunidity T 9468 IPI 

16 Packagirg - D.Jst T IEL 

17 Packagirg - Ccx!patibility T 9469 IPI 

with ~ CXll'ltent 

18 Packagirg - Leakage T 9470 UNI.Xi 

19 Packagirg - Fire T 9472 UNI.Xi 

20 Packag i rg - !eat t.ransmiss ion E IPI/ISJ 

21 Containers - Capacity E IPI 

22 Packagii"g - Instabi 1 ity E IPI 

23 Cans am plastic bottles - E IPI 

Radial carpress ion 

24 Cans am plastic bottles - T IPI 

Radial carpress ion 

25 Packagirg - Dynanmetric E 

coopression 

26 Plastic bags - Capacity E IPI 

27 C.orrugated board - Rigidity E IPI 

28 C.orrugated board - Purci:.ure E IPI 

29 Flexible materials - Irrq:>aet T >SIM/IPI 

30 Flexible materials - Dynamic T IPT 

tension 
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No. Title Type• NBR • 

IPILEA 

31 Self ~ive tapes - E Kodak/I PT 

Adhesivity 

32 UJshionirq materials - Sxx-1< E ASTM/IPT 

33 UJshionirq materials - E IPT 

Vibration 

34 Wood - Dynanic hardness E ASTM/IPT 

35 Materials - Elet.rostatic T IPI 

properties 

36 Flexible materials - Static T IPI 

p..iocture 

37 Product - Sensibility to E ASTM/IPT 

stxx.:k 

38 Product - Sensibility to E Il3H/IPT 

vibration 

39 Rigid pal let contairer - T IPT 

Hoistirq 

40 Rigid pallet contairer - T IPT 

Li ftirq by forks 

41 Rigid pal let contairer - T IPT 

Impact 

42 Flexible contaire~ - Drop T ? 



No. 

IPll.F.A 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 
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Title 

Flexible contairers -

Catpress ion 

Flexible contairers - Li ft.ing 

Pallet - Rigidity of face 

Pallet - Rigidity wren 

supported by upper face 

Pallet - Rigidity wren 

supported by bott.an face 

Pal let - SlEar 

Pal let - Inpact against fork 

Pal let - Drop 

Pallet - Anticlastic vibration 

Pal let - Central load 

Han:i bacJ - Han:ile fatigue 

Steel babin berth - Pc.rf ormarx::e 

Furerary ooff ins - Resisten::e 

Plastic films - Transparercy 

Garbage bags - Performarx::e 

Acrelerareter - calibration 

Boxes for fruits an:i vegetables 

Specification 

PackagiNJ for danJerous 

products - Specification 

Type* NBR 

T ? BS 

T ? BS 

E 8336 AAm 

E 8337 AFKE. 

E 8338 AAm 

T 8339 ARm 

T 8340 ARm 

T 8341 AFNE 

T IPr 

E ANSI 

T IPr 

s IPr 

s IPr 

T IPr 

s IPr 

E IPr 

s IPr 

s ? UNOO/IPT 
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Tnmslaticm (partial) of Brazilian Draft standard cm BaKes for 

Wholesale Distriblticm of FrUits and Vegetables (AEHr 23:01.07:001) 

5. Test specifications 

5.1 static cx.mpressioo 

Aa::xm:linJ to NBR 9475, sinul.a~ maxim.Im stack height 

of 2300 nm in static arrl 1650 nm in transp:>rtatian, awly the 

followin;J fo:rnula: 

(
2300 ) T = h- 1 V·k 

where: 

T = test load (daN} 

h =height of box in stack position 

V =volume of box in liters 

k = 0.8 for light duty 

1.0 for normal duty 

1. 2 for heavy duty boxes 

Note 1: 'lhese values are based in a safety factor of 2 in static 

stack or 4 in transportation. 

Note 2: In 2300/h consider ooly the integer value. 

Keep the test load for five minutes. 

5.2 Acx::idental drop of enpty boxes 

Reusable boxes, enpty, shool.d be subnitted to four 

drops of 800 nm, in the position of Figure 3, with an .inpact at each 

oarner, the diagonal being vertical. 
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5.3 ~rational drops 

FollClll NBR 9474 (6.126) with the sr-ecifications: 

- Drop ooight: 100 ±: 2 nm 

- Position of i~t: against the bottom co~rs, with 

Offi diacJOnal beiJYJ oorizontal, accordinJ to Figure 4. 

- Nl..lnber of drops: 

reusable boxes: 10 in each co~r 

Offi way boxes: 4 in each co~r 

- Content: 

product similar to ore of interrled use for the box, 

with the fol lCMiJYJ apparer.t density (in kg /dm3): 

Light duty be~ 0.3 arrl 0.4 

ronnal duty 

teavy duty 

0.4 arrl 0.5 

0.5 errl 0.5 
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FIGUR~ 4 

5.4 Liftirg test 

accordirg to NBR 9476, with tre follCMirg load 

L = 2.d.v 

where: 

L = load (da N) 

d = apparent density (in kg/drn3) 

1 ight duty between 0.3 an:l 0.4 

oonnal duty 0.4 aOO 0.5 

heavy duty 0.5 an:l 0.6 

v = volurre of the oox, in dm3 

5.5 Stabi 1 ity of stacl· 

SUperimpcce to ooxes, with the content, over a rigid 

board apt to be sutinit to an ioclination, fixirg to it the oottan oox. 
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Irx::rease tie irx::lination up to 40• (with tie horizontal). Tile upper 

box should rK:>t slide. 

5.6 Localized impact 

Impact a steel ball with a dianeter of 50 nm, with a 

free fall of 1 m, against any point of the box. No damage should occur. 
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Backstopping officer's comments 

The present t'll'O-month mission of the expert is a follow-up of his 
one-month ~ission, which took place in May 1990. 

During the first one-month mission, the expert elaborated guidelines for 
the development and laboratory testing of packages for fresh fruits, 
vegetables and marine products, and developed the design of a few new 
prototypes of alternative packages for the same products, to be made out of 
indigenous materials with the utilization of 10w cost equipment. 

The technical report DP/ID/SER.A/1367 was produ~ed after the first 
mission of the expert and distributed to the authorities concerned. In the 
report it was clearly stated that the second part of the mission would be 
mainly focused on an analysis of the alternative package designs, further 
development of their specifications and manufacture processes, transport 
packages wood treatment and laboratory evaluation methods as appropriate. 

The present report shows that the second phase mission. which actually 
took place from December 1991 to January 1992, was carried out in line with 
the main objectives referred to above. 

In this connection the expert made general observations and proposed 
revised specifications for the transport package prototypes which had been 
elaborated previously, ~ot only in light of the local experience but also of 
the research \.·ork which he had carried out meanwhile a.: his own laboratory at 
IPT (Institute of Technological Research of Sao Paulo State, Brazil). 

Slight differences were introduced in the specifications concerned, both 
relating to the dimensions of each physical element and o;": the assembling 
system. 

The testing methods for evaluation of both empty and filled packages were 
also revised, with the aim of allowing laboratory appraisal results as close 
as possible t~ the results of the packages actual performance along their 
normal distribution circuit. The basis for related standards were elaborated 
accordingly. 

The entire report reflects the great care of the expert in train~ng of 
the counterparts, providing them with the theoretical basis for understanding 
and discussion of the research and quality control work concerned, and 
providing them with a general view and his personal ::omments on the main 
international standards and te3t1,g methodology on t:r.nspcrt packages for 
fruits, vegetables and marine products. Wood treatmP1t and cost analysis were 
also dealt with by the expert. 

The expert recommends actual execution of la~oratory and field test 
programmes for transport packages evaluation. He also recommen~s the 
definition of standards for these packages, either at national or ASEAN 
(sub-regional) level. 

Joint efforts of the different national sectors involved, could brinb 
together Government authorities dealing with distric,1tion of fresh produce and 
fishery products, representatives of prcducer and di.stribution organizations, 
co-operatives and private business, as well af. authorities in the area of 
forest resources and technology. 

UNIDO recommends submission of the exr·rt· ~~commendations to the 
Government, for consideration in light ,.,. · nal policies concerned. 




